
Design to Execution 



MISSION

VISION

Our mission is to be meticulous in 

our preparation and on point in our 

implementation, creating inspired 

designs so that our clients’ events 

become lasting memories. 

We challenge ourselves to 

become the event industry’s 

premier end-to-end exhibition 

stand provider by designing and 

delivering installations that 

distinguish our clients’ brands as 

leaders and innovators.



EXPLORE US
At d2e, we are specialists in designing, 

fabricating, building, and installing exhibition 

stands for events, promotional kiosks for brand 

activations and TV set Studios. 

From design to execution, and everything in 

between, we will meet your unique 

requirements. 

With over 15 years of regional experience 

working with multiple industries, we have 

in-depth professional insight and understanding 

of what it takes to produce a captivating 

exhibition stand that captures the GCC market.

Each member of d2e is committed to providing 

clients with reliable and professional in-house 

service dedicated to creating installations that 

turn any event into an unforgettable experience.



Exhibition Stands

Event Production

Promotional Kiosks

TV Studio Sets

Branding Elements



A strong emphasis in Design and Execution, d2e Media 

having accomplished as a multi-dimensional service partner 

operating in U. A. E. provides assistance to the 

following turnkey solutions :

d2e Media caters to the needs & requirements of the clients by 
providing comprehensive solutions for all requirements, 
showcasing their products display and highlighting their services. 

1 Conceptualization 
& Creative Design

3 Assembling & 
Dismantling

2
Fabrication & 
Mock up

Maintenance, Logistics, 
Technical support

4



Home Services d2e Craft

Temporary

Permanent

Back Drops

Branding Elements

TV Set Studio

Shell Scheme

Space Only

Promotional Kiosks Exhibition Stands Special Projects



Promotional Kiosk

If your brand is establishing its presence on-site in a department store or mall, a promotion kiosk can create an 

inviting space to interact with customers. A promotion kiosk is more than just a display for your product. It’s a 

way to highlight your brand’s unique selling points in a fun and memorable way that connects with your 

customers.

● Permanent installation

Promotion kiosks can serve as a place for permanent brand representation within a larger retail space. Our in-

house team creates durable and engaging kiosks that leave a lasting impression with your customers.

● Temporary Fixture

Whether it’s for a brand activation or the launch of a new product, a temporary promotion kiosk can create a 

marketing platform in a high-traffic or targeted area at a fraction of the cost of a new rental.



A successful stand depends on much more than aesthetics. We work to understand your objectives and brand focus 

points so that your exhibition stand attracts and encourages attendee engagement. Each exhibition stand is expertly 

designed and built with quality craftsmanship completely in-house, and each element is durable and dependable 

through your event’s lifecycle and beyond. 

● Design and Consulting

Whether your aim is to stop attendees in their tracks or broadcast your strength in a sea of competition, our in-house 

consultants and designers can help you achieve your vision.

● Fabrication & Build

Our expert fabrication and build team turn your exhibition stand’s design into reality with an emphasis on quality 

and customer care.

● Execution & Installation

Our reliable execution and installation service works on-site to deliver your exhibition stand on time and as designed.

Exhibition Stand



● Industry Experience

We are here to help broadcast professionals get the information they need. Be it a customized furniture, backdrops 

or customized wall structure for broadcast studio set design.

From a simple start-up webcasts and podcasts, to advanced network television news sets and talk shows, we have 

what your company or client needs.

● Detailed Oriented

Our design and fabrication staff focus on the important things, especially - the finer details.

● Quick Turn around

We’re accustomed to broadcast production schedules providing solutions that is versatile, reconfigurable, reusable, 

and long lasting.

TV Studio Set



So much about the success of your exhibition stand depends on quality behind-the-scenes production. Our team has years of experience 

providing expertly designed and managed installations that ensure your exhibition stand meets all of your expectations. Our on-site 

staff can manage setup and takedown, as well as resolve any issue that may develop during the event. As a smooth production process 

takes place backstage, your brand has the chance to shine during the event.

● AV Setup

From equipment to rigging to technical support, our AV team ensures a reliable and safe setup for your exhibition stand.

● Lighting

Targeted lighting emphasizes your exhibition stand, drawing audience attention to your brand’s unique selling points and can be used 

to create highlighted features that will attract potential customers.

● Stage Build

From a simple stage to an intricate design that includes many different elements, our customized stage builds will raise your exhibition 

stand to new heights.

● Event Support

Whether your concerns include technical issues or simply managing your exhibition stand, our support team offers you valuable

assistance to ensure a smooth event experience and maximum brand engagement.

Event Production



Event Support

Successful events require careful planning, targeted implementation, and flawless execution – all delivered with 

enthusiasm and expert know-how. Our exhibition stand professionals have worked with multiple industries to 

create and deliver engaging installations that boost brand recognition and sales. Our experts help ensure a 

hassle-free experience that showcases your brand throughout the event.

● Reception Counter

Creating a welcoming experience is a key for any event and a carefully crafted reception counter can act as the 

ideal environment to receive attendees.

● Directional Signage

Large events can be difficult to navigate, but with clear directional signage, attendees will easily find their way to 

your exhibition stand where they can engage with your brand.

● Backdrop

A backdrop is a convenient and hassle-free way to promote your brand whilst capturing engaging images of 

attendees at your exhibition stand that connect with potential customers, especially on digital and social media.
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Associates & Partners



info@d2e.media
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